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Crime
R e p o r t

Man questioned in
woman’s OD death

KUWAIT: Hawally detectives arrested a middle-aged
citizen who accompanied a woman who was found
dead as a result of a drug overdose. After learning
about the discovery of a woman’s body in her car, the
Interior Ministry’s Assistant Undersecretary for Criminal
Security Major General Khalid Al-Dayeen, ordered the
arrest of the man who investigations revealed was with
her and left her in the car. Detectives arrested the sus-
pect who told them he tried to take the woman to
Mubarak Hospital, but noticed that she was dead, so
kept her in the car and escaped.

Assault
An Indian man beat a Kuwaiti citizen during a traf-
fic dispute in Khaitan. The quarrel started with ver-
bal insults then they left their cars and the physi-
cal assault happened. The Indian man drove away,
and the citizen could not get his car’s plate num-
ber. Separately, an Iranian inmate at central prison
suffered a broken nose during a fight with a
Kuwaiti prisoner. A complaint was lodged against
the Kuwaiti at Sulaibiya police station.

Officer assaulted
A citizen was detained in Sulaibiya police station and
charged with beating and insulting a public employee,
before being released hours later. A security source said a
special forces officer was heading to the Palestinian
embassy, and there was a car in front of him obstructing traf-
fic so he stopped him, then when he asked him for his ID, the
man said “you are not a traffic officer,” and attacked him.

Nude video
Criminal detectives arrested a woman who posed
nude on Snapchat, prompting wide complaints
from the app users in Kuwait. Police were able to
identify the woman after her footage went viral on
the internet, then arrested her for questioning.

Suicide investigation
The body of an Indian farm guard in Kabd was
sent to the coroner as he hanged himself there.
The farm’s owner called police and told them that
he found the guard hanging from the ceiling. A
suicide case was lodged at the police station.

Few are those who were not angry or ashamed
towards what I mentioned in a previous col-
umn about the ethical scandal related to the

forged academic degrees. The scandal of academic
degrees at all levels is not new, as thousands had
received jobs in the military and other jobs while
only having a middle school certificate as their high-
est academic qualification. Many were promoted
with a forged high school degree, and forgery also
hit BA, Master’s and PhD degrees, particularly in the
education and training sectors. 

I learnt about the problem like others in the
1960s, when we used to see those who never left
Kuwait and were not known for their genius receiv-
ing PhD degrees, especially from Egypt, including a
former undersecretary and some educators along
with others who did not harm anyone because they
worked in the private sector. 

We all remember, until recently, that some ‘digni-
taries’ and MPs meeting with senior state officials,
and taking pictures with them on the occasion of
receiving postgraduate degrees. Most of them did
know how to pronounce the name of the university
from which they bought the degree! We, of course,
cannot forget the scandal that was uncovered by the
New York Times in May 2015, which I previously
wrote about, involving a Pakistani company convict-
ed for selling thousands of university degrees includ-
ing Master’s and PhDs in the name of prestigious
American universities and has stamp approvals of
university presidents and officials, including the US
Secretary of State John Kerry. The company gained
huge amounts of money out of that; especially from
nationals in Africa, Asia, and the Arabian Gulf in par-
ticular, and the names of many of them were pub-
lished then. However, I do not remember that the
education ministry made a move towards that.

It was nice for the National Assembly to ask for
the education and higher education minister to hold
all those proven to forge their certificates to
account; but we all know that proving such charges
is a highly complicated process and requires a very
long time to accomplish. This is enough for all to for-
get the issue after being pre-occupied with other
scandals. The matter may end with the conviction of
several persons, and strict action will be taken
against them.

The issue is really complicated, as in addition to
the high numbers, and having names of ‘dignitaries’
in sensitive posts, there are those who studied and
received their degrees, but from unrecognized uni-
versities, that apart from those who received their
degrees from known universities, but those were
forged, besides those who received them from non-
existent universities to start with.

A trusted friend of mine told me that our embassy
in Washington proposed to the ministry of education
to withdraw some students from non-recognized
American universities and make them join better
universities and extend their scholarships to make-
up for the lost period. Because of the harm the coun-
try will receive in the future, the students remain in
such bad universities, yet the education ministry
rejected the interference of the foreign ministry in
educational matters. The number of those students
was few at the time, but staying silent multiplied the
number much further. Finally, it is ironic that Kuwait
is the only country around the world that has a socie-
ty for PhD forgers, which was formed to lobby the
government into recognizing their certificates. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

Forged academic
degrees scandal

Al-Qabas

By Ahmad Al-Sarraf

In the West, if an official speaks, then plans are
made and programs are implemented. Policies
on the other hand are made to turn the offi-

cial’s words into reality and people accept it with
conviction; furthermore, it becomes a culture
practiced by the public.

Yet in our Arab coun-
tries, if the official spoke,
the opposite has to take its
place because the system
is there to serve this official
and he normally does not
speak the truth to the pub-
lic; therefore, the situation
remains the same at best,
and the worst will come.

An example of this is
when Western countries
spoke about the necessity
of enabling youth to reach
the highest of posts, mes-
sages are published,
research centers are cre-
ative and universities
begin to present the best
youth models. This results
are that the status of those young people can be
enhanced, not because they are the children of
certain dignitaries, but rather because they have
rare competence in life sciences. It is enough to

see the image that was on social media few days
ago of Canada’s prime minister, who is 45 years of
age, the prime minister of Belgium who is 41, the
prime of Luxembourg who is 44 and the French
prime minister who is 39.

The situation in our Arab countries is slightly
different because the
majority of officials in our
Arab countries are in their
70s or 80s, because 40 for
them is an adolescent age,
and there is no need to
mention names. All I hope
from any government offi-
cial in any Arab country is
not to talk about youth and
the need to empower
them. Let us speak frankly
and transparently and
announce to the people
that appointments are
made based on sectarian,
tribal, and family affilia-
tions, because anything
else will be a joke. Now, I
realize that joking is a general

condition that we should get used to. Let us leave the
future to its people and so may Allah change what is
in people’s minds to the better. Was the message
delivered? I hope so. —Translated by Kuwait Times 

Qualifications for job appointments

Al-Qabas

By Qais Al-Usta

Al-Jarida

Corruption

Let us speak frankly and
transparently and

announce to the people
that appointments are

made based on 
sectarian, tribal, and

family affiliations,
because anything else

will be a joke 

Hoax call
A security source said that 112 emergency number received
a call from a person who asked for an ambulance, and once
he was transferred to the ambulance operator, he said
“there is a dead mouse outside,” and there were people
laughing in the background. The caller posted a video clip
on social media documenting the incident. Detectives are
working on identifying the suspects to arrest them.

Wataniya
Airways
announces
delivery of
second A320
Airbus plane
KUWAIT: Kuwait
Wataniya Airways, one of
the three national carri-
ers, on Monday
announced that it
received the second
A320 Airbus plane, as
part of a four-aircraft
deal. In a press state-
ment, Lana Al-Rushaid,
the company’s spokes-
woman, said the second
plane would enhance
plans and flights in the
upcoming period that
are in line with a five-
year plan seeking to
meet aspirations of
clients.

Two flights would be
directed to and from
Najaf City, south of Iraq,
per week as of August
23, she said, adding that
the city is a key destina-
tion for many travelers in
Kuwait.

The company
launched direct flights
last week to Georgia’s
Tbilisi, Azerbaijan’s Baku,
and Bosnia and
Herzegovina’s Sarajevo,
she stressed. It is planning
to launch direct flights to
new destinations in the
coming weeks, she
revealed. —KUNA

Bootlegger arrested
A restaurant delivery man, was found delivering liquor
to his customers before being arrested with possession
of 81 bottles ready for sale. The arrest was made when
police stopped the man’s car for a traffic violation, but
detected the scent of liquor coming from the car. They
searched the car and found liquor in plastic bags.
Policemen arrested the man and sent him to concerned
authorities. —Translated from the Arabic press


